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Software organizations are in need of methods
for understanding, structuring, and improving the
data they are collecting. This paper discusses an
approach for use when a large number of diverse
metrics are already being collected by a software
organization. The approach combines two
methods. One looksat an organization’s
measurement framework in a top-down fashion
and the other looks at it in a bottom-up fashion.
The top-down method, based on the goalquestion-metric (GQM) paradigm, is used to
identify the measurement goals ofdata users.
These goals arethen mapped to the metrics
being used by the organization, allowing us to:
(1) identify which metrics are and arenot useful
to the organization, and (2) determine whether
the goals of data user groups can be satisfied
by the data that are being collected by the
organization. The bottom-up method is based on
a data mining technique called attribute focusing
(AF). Our method uses this technique to identify
useful information in the data that the data users
were not aware of. We describe our experience
in analyzing data from a software customer
satisfaction survey at ISM to illustrate how the
AF technique can be combined with the GQM
paradigm to improve measurement and data use
inside software organizations.

T

here are many different groups involved in the
processes of developing, maintaining,and managing software. Those groups need use
to measurement to characterize, control, predict, and
improve
those processes. We define meusurement.fiumework
a
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(MF) as a set
of related metrics, data collection mechanisms, anddata uses inside a software organization.
It is not uncommon tofind measurement frameworks
that are: (1) collecting redundant data, (2) collecting data thatnobody uses,or (3) collecting data that
might be useful to people whodo not evenknow the
data exist inside their organization. For these reasons, improving ongoingmeasurement is an important problem for many software organizations. We
believe the solution for this problem needs to address two key issues: (1) how to better understand
and structure this ongoing measurement, and (2)
how to better explore the data that the organization
has already collected.

This paper describes an approach that addresses
these two critical issues jointly. The approach combines a knowledge discovery technique, called attribute focusing (AF), with a measurement planning
approach, called the goal-question-metric (GQM)
paradigm. In this approach,GQM-based
a
method is
used to understand and structure
ongoing measurement, and an AF-based method is used to discover
new interesting information in the legacy data. We
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tomer satisfaction (CUSTSAT) survey data at the
IBM
Software Solutions Division Toronto Laboratory. We
describe some of our experiences to illustrate how
the approach works.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce thebasic concepts associated with the GQM paradigm and theAF technique. Next, we introduce our
approach to improve existing measurement frameworks. Then we report our experiences in applying
this approach to theCUSTSAT measurement framework at the IBM Toronto Laboratory. We close the
paper by presenting the mainconclusionsdrawn
from those experiences.
Background

This section introduces the basic concepts that will
be needed todiscuss our approach: the
terminology
used throughoutthis paper (adapted from data
minanding’
software
terminology),
the
goal-question-metric paradigm, andthe attributcfocusing technique.
Terminology. We define application domain as the
real or abstract system a software organizationwants
to analyze using an MF. An entity (object, event, or
unit) is a distinctmember of an application domain.
Similar entities can be grouped into classes
such as
persons, transactions, locations, events, products, and
processes. Entities arecharacterized by attributes and
relutions to other entities. An attribute (field, variable, feature, property, or magnitude)
is a single characteristic of all entities in a particular entity class,
for instance “usability” of software productsor “size”
of source code.In the case of a measurement framework, an attribute defines what one wants to measure. A relation is a set of entity tuples that has a
specific meaning, for instance“a is married to b” (for
person entities “a” and“b”). We measure entity attributes to empirically define relations between entities; for instancewe can determine the relation “a
is heavier than b” by weighing entities “a” and “b.”

Measurement is the process of assigning a value to
an attribute.A metric‘ is the mapping model used to
assign values to a specific attribute of an entity class.
A metric stateshow we measure something. It usually includes a measurement instrument, a value
domain, and a scale. Datu are sets of measured
(collected, polled, surveyed, sensed, or observed)
attribute values produced by specific metrics for
certain user groups.

A user group is a formal groupinside the organization that in some way utilizes (consumes, employs)
the data produced
by the MF.Adata use is a description of the way a user group consumes
the data. And,
a datu user is any member of a user group. A data
manager is a person responsible for managing the
collection and storage of, and access to, the datain
a measurement framework.A personmay play both
roles-data manager and datauser-in a given MF.
A measurementgoal is an operational, tractable description of a user group objective in using the data.
In this paper, a goal is always described using the
template we introduce later. Domain knowledge is
nontrivial and useful empirical information specific
to the application domain
believed to be true
by the
data users. Background knowledge is thedomain
knowledge that data users had before analyzing the
data. And, new or discovered knowledge is the new
domain knowledge thatdata users gain by analyzing
the data.
The GQM paradigm. The goal-question-metric paradigm”.’ is a mechanism for defining measurement
in a purposefulway. It supports the
definition of measurement goals tailored to the specific needs of an
organization. Goals are defined in an operational,
tractable way, as a set of quantifiablequestions.
Questions in turn imply a specific set of metrics and
data forcollection. This paradigm has been
used successfully in several organizations, e.g., the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA),~
Motorola, Inc.,’ and Hewlett-Packard Company.’

The GQM paradigm has been implemented in several differentways. In our work, we use our own version. Figure1shows an abstract exampleof what we
call a GQM structure.
Typically, we use the following template to define
measurement goals:
Analyze “object of study” in order to ‘purpose”with
respect to “fiocus”fromthe pointof viewof ‘point
of view” in the context of “environment.”
Each of the italicized phrasesrepresents a facet that
must be considered in measurement planning. For
example:
Analyze service support for our product in order to
evaluate it with respect to customersatisfaction from
the point of view of service supportpersonnel in the
context of the small datu processing companies.
MENDONCA ET AL.
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Figure 1

An abstract GQM structure
~

Each goal implies several questions based
on its facets. Forexample, the purpose “evaluate”
might gcnerate questions of the type: “How does the service
support of our product compare with its competitors?” or “How does the current
service support satisfaction compare with previous years?” The questions will then be refined into the metrics needed.
The goal facets arealso used in this process. For example, the pointof view determines thescale, granularity, and timing of the metrics used to answer a
certain question.
In our approach, eachGQM structure will specify the
goals associated with a certain data
user group (goals
with the same “pointof view”). Each structure will
allow us to trace the goals of a certain user group
to the measures that are intended
define
to the goals
operationally. It will also provide a platform to interpret the data and better understand theuser
data
needs.
The attribute focusing technique. Attribute focusing (AF) is a data mining technique that has been
used in several different applications-including software process measurement,”” customer satisfaction,” and sports” data analyses. This technique
involves one or more expertsin the knowledge discovery process.

The AF tool14 searches an attribute-value (measurement) database for interestingfucts. An interesting
fact is characterized by the deviation of attribute Values from some expected distribution or by an unexpected correlation between values of a set of
attributes. Thefacts are presented in easily interpretable bar chartdiagrams. The diagrams are sorted
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by interestingness level-a numeric value calculated
to quantify how interesting each diagram might be
to an expert.
The ordered diagrams are presented to the experts.
Knowledge discovery takes place when the experts
address the questions raised by the diagrams. This
technique canbe called machine-assistedknowledge
discovery because the computer program guides a
person to discover interesting facts in the data.
Figure 2 shows an example of an attribute focusing
diagram. It was obtained from a real data set pertaining to a particular class of software products. l 2
Let us call it “Product Class X.” This particular diagram has two attributes: overall satisfaction and customer involvement in the decision to purchase the
product.
The satisfaction level by customer involvement in
purchase is shown by bar patterns in the diagram.
The possible values are: “involved in purchase decision,” if the customerwas involved in the decision
to purchase the product he or she
is evaluating, and
“not involved in purchase,” if not. The y-axis shows
the percentage of occurrence of each “satisfaction”
value per “purchaseinvolvement” value. For example, the first vertical bar indicates that about
56.5 percent of those involved in the decision to buy the product were very satisfied with the product.
The diagram shows that if the customerwas involved
in purchasing a product of Product Class X, he or
she is likely to evaluate the product morefavorably
than other customers who were notinvolved in the
decision to buy this product (see the differences in
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 37, NO 4, 1998

Figure 2

A two-way attribute focusing diagram

values between “very satisfied” and “satisfied” for
“involved” and “notinvolved in purchase” decision).
Thisdiagram exemplifies how the AF tool helps
knowledge discovery. It points out new facts to the
experts. Thesefacts may or may not lead todiscovered knowledge. The experts are the oneswho will
look at the facts expressed in the diagrams, using
their background knowledge, and conclude
if the diagrams are saying something new and useful.
Suppose, for example, that the experts
know that
products of a certainclass are expensive (background
knowledge). This might lead to the discovery that
purchasers of this class of products try to defend
the product in order to justify their decision to invest
in it.

“lnterestingness”fLlnctio~z.s.
The diagram in Figure 2
is said to be a two-way diagram. The functionused
to calculate the interestingness level of a two-way
diagram-involving two attributesA , andA , in nominal or ordinal scale-is:
Interestingness (A.,,A,)= max[In,(A, = 71;A,= u ) ] ,
over all possible values 71 and 11
In,(A, = 71;A,.= u ) = IObserved(A, = 71) X Observed(A, =. u ) - Observed(A, = 71AA, = )I.
The “In,” function quantities the correlation betweenA andA I’. I t calculates the probability of coIBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 37. NO 4, 1998

occurrence of two particular valuesZI and 71 as if the
attributes were independent,” and subtracts from
it the rateof occurrence of the combination observed
in the data.

’‘

Other interestingness functions canbe used with the
AF technique. In our work, we have used functions
that estimate the interestingness level for associations between an arbitrary number of attributes ( n way analysis). Colet and Bhandari provide a good
discussion on the conceptof interestingness and the
principles behind the AF technique.

’‘

The approach

As mentioned before, the purposes
of our approach
are to better: ( 3 ) understand the ongoing measurement, (2) structure themeasurement, and (3) explore
the MF legacy data. Our approach is divided into
three phases: M F characterization, top-down analysis, and bottom-up analysis. The approach is depicted in Figure 3.
The first phase-characterization-is
executed to
identify the current and prospective data
user groups
and how thcy are (or could be)using the data. The
second phase-top-down analysis-is based on the
GUM paradigm. It is executed to capture the goals
of the datausers and to map thesegoals to the metrics and datain the MF. The third phase-bottom-up
MENDONCA ET AL.
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Figure 3

Theapproach

analysis-is based on the AF technique. Itis executed
to extract knowledge (useful, interesting, and nontrivial information) from the already existing data.
The approach combines thesethree phases to tackle
the following practical questions:

1. How are the data being used inside the organization?
2. What are thegoals of the datausers in using the
data?
3. Can thesegoals be satisfied by the databeing collected?
4. What data should the organization consider not
collecting anymore? What data should the organization consider beginning to collect?
5. What useful information is there in the data that
data users are not aware of?
Figure 3 shows the information flow (dashed lines)
and controlflow (solid lines) of this process. The two
main products of our approach are:(1) GQM structures, produced by the top-down analyses, and (2)
interesting facts, produced by the bottom-up analyses.
The controlflow described by solid arrows in Figure
3 is determined by theinteractionbetweenthe
phases. The characterization results are used to ex-
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ecute the bottom-up andtop-down analyses. Thus,
the characterization can be seen as a prerequisite
for the other two phases. The top-down and bottom-up phases can interact with each other. Interesting facts discovered during bottom-up analyses
can leadto new measurement goals for thetop-down
analyses. Measurement goals can in turn beused to
define new data sets for the bottom-up analyses.
The top-down and bottom-upanalyses are designed
to beapplied incrementally. Our basic unit of analysis isa user group (also
called a pointof view). This
makes it possible to use our approach toincrementally improve large MFs-one point of view at a time.
The measurement framework characterization. This
first phase is executed to identify key components
of a measurement framework (MF) and document
how they relate to one another. These components
are themetrics, attributes, data,user groups, and data
uses.

We use a combination of structured interviews
and review of the available MF documents to capture and document thosekey components. The descriptions of metrics and available data can usually
be obtained in the MF documents. Thedescriptions
of user groups, attributes, anddata uses are usually
' 3'
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Figure 4

TheGQM-basedmethod
.~

obtained by interviewing data managers and data
users.

tion should include the objectives of the group as
well as the importance of the data to the group.

We use the following process to characterizea measurement framework:

Step $-Identi& attributes. The last components to
be described are the attributes. This informationis
obtained by asking the user groups todescribe their
perception of what is being measured by the metrics. For example, when a person
says a programsize
is 15 000 lines of code, it means that the metric “lines
of code” is being used to measure the attribute
“size
of a program.” It
is important to make sure that
user
groups are correctly and consistently interpreting the
meaning of the metrics used in an MF.

Step l-Identi& metrics. The first components to be
identified are themetrics used in an MF. Each of the
metrics used to collect data must be listed, with an
explanation of how it works-especially the measurement instrument, scale, and value domain.The
metric scale will bound the type of operations that
can be executed with the data. The measurement
instrument and value domain will help in evaluating
the precision of the data.

The top-down analysis. This phase is used to capture the datauser goals andt o map them to the data
that arebeing collected. This helps
to gain better understanding of the data user needs. It also helps to
identify missing and extraneous metrics in the MF.

Step 2”ldentib available data. The next components
to beidentified are the data
available in the MF. This
includes when and under what circumstances the
metrics were used to collect data, where theresulting data were stored, and how to access the data.
This last step may require an understanding of the
format in which the data are stored andhow to get
authorization to use them. This may require a sizable amount of
work if the data are stored
in several
different formats or locations.

The top-down analysis uses a method based on the
goal-question-metric paradigm. This method is applied to build (or revise) a structure that maps the
data user goalsto themetrics (and data)used in the
organization. It is this structure thatis used to identify missing or extraneous elements of an MF.

Step 3-Identifi data uses and usergroups. Other components to be identified are data uses. Each type of
data analysis and presentation thatis generated with
the datamust be described. Each description should
include the frequency and granularitywith which the
data are used. Together
with the datauses, the users
of the datamust be identified. A user group descrip-

The GQM-based method is an example of how the
principles proposedby the GQM paradigm canbe applied when an MF is already established in an organization. Its objective is to build a GQM structure for each
data user group. This structure is built by interviewing
representativcs of a data user group. Figure 4 shows
the process for building a GQM structure.
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Step I-Capture data user goals. The method starts
by capturing the goals of the user group, using the
goal template described earlier. Using
this template,
each goal is described in terms of three facets: object of study, focus,and purpose(in the GQM-based
model, the point of view is the user group itsclf).

for each entity, we use a checklist based on the entity type (see sidebar).
The initial list of relevant attributes must be reviewed
and expandedby the user group representatives during the interview. The end result of this step should
be alist of attributes classified according to theirrelevance to the user group’s goals.

The object of study is the entity that theuser group
wants to analyze (e.g., a particular product).
The focus is the primary attribute that the user group wants Step 4-Map attributes to existing rnetrics. The last
to measurein order toanalyze that entity (e.g., custo
that
step is to map the relevant attributes metrics
tomer satisfaction). The purpose outlineswhat the
are being usedin the organization. An attribute states
user group wants to dowith the object of study (e.g.,
what the user group wants to measure
while the metevaluate it).Usually, the purposehas to beexplained
rics define how the measurementis done. Themapin detail by the user group representatives
being inping consists of checking to ensure that the metrics
terviewed.
are measuring the desired attributes.
The description of the data usergoals is supported
by the informal description of the data user objectives, obtained during the characterizationprocess.
Previous GQM structures andnew knowledge (as defined earlier) arealso used as inputs this
to step when
they are available.

At this step, a partial GQM structure is assembled
for the user group. This structure shows the mapping between the user goals, the relevant entities,
the relevant attributes, and the metrics used in the
MF, documenting the datauser group’s measurement
needs.

Step 2”ldentifi relevant entities. The next step i s to
identify the entities for which attributes are to be
measured-what we call “relevant entities.”The relevant entities can be identified in two ways: (1) asking about them during the interview with the representatives of the data user group, or (2) looking
for them in the documentation available about the
object of study.

At the endof this step we can derive alist of inconsistent, missing, and extraneousmetrics from theuser
group pointof view. We detect missing
a
metric when
a relevant attribute has no metric to measure it. We
detect an extraneous metric when a metric has no
corresponding attribute in the GQM structure. We
detect an inconsistent metric when a metricused to
measure a relevant attribute is not consistent with
the user group goals. Typical consistency problems
occur when:(1) the metric’s scale or range of values
is not suitable for theuser group needs, (2) the cost
to apply a metricis unacceptable, or (3) a metric cannot be applied when or where it is needed by the
user group.

Usually, two entities can directly be derived from
each goal: one is the object of study itself and the
other is the entity with which the focus attribute is
associated. We identify other relevant entities by
finding out which entities are related to theobject
of study andwhich entities may affect the focus from
the data user group point of view.

The bottom-up analysis. The data already
collected
by an organization are the most important asset of
any MF. It is important for an organization tohave
Consider the goal in our previous example. There
are two relevant entities listed: the service support
means to exploreits legacy data. Webelieve that inprocess (object of study) and the customer (related
telligent data exploration methods are an effective
way to understand and learn more about the orgato the focus). The other relevant entitiesmight be:
the product, the support team, the problem, and thenization’s business. We refer to them as bottom-up
methods, because theraw data are the starting point
provided solution.
for better use and understanding of the data themStep 3-Identi. relevant attributes. The next step is
selves.
to identify the attributes tobe measured to achieve
this goal-what we call “relevant attributes.” For
The top-down analysesare aimed at better planning
each relevant entity, we prepare aninitial list of atfor andexecution of data collection. The bottom-up
tributes that might be relevant for the stated goal.
analyses are aimed atdiscovering new and useful inIn order toproduce a comprehensivelist of attributes
formation in the existing data, thusimproving data
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awareness and data usage. The literaturehas many
examples of the useof machine learning techniques
to extract knowledge (new and useful information)
fromsoftwareengineering
datasets.Ourbottom-up analysesuse attribute focusing2’-+ data
mining technique-to extract unexpected and useful information directly from the MF database.

If the entity is a product, consider:
7. QuaJity attributes (numberof defects,

changes, stability, reliability, etc.)

The aim of the AF-based method is to establish procedures toeffectively apply the AF technique-maximizing knowledge discovery and minimizing discovery cost.

2. Logical attributes(functionality, capability,

usability, maintainability, etc.)

3. Physical features (size, complexity,
modularity, coupting, etc.)

In the case of a measurement framework, the “experts” in the knowledge domain correspond to the
MF data users. In this context, the bottom-up method
allows the data users to gain knowledge about: (1)
their application domain (learn about
the things they
are measuring), and (2) the components of the measurement process (learn about the
way they are measuring things).
In order to effectively apply the AF technique, the
method goes through thefive steps shown in Figure
5. In the first two steps, the people in charge of applying the method to the legacy data (i.e., data analysts) interact with the datausers to define the type
of analysis that will be done. In the next two steps,
the data analysts run the AF tool and organize the
obtained results. In the last step, the results are reviewed by the data users. That is when knowledge
discovery takes place.

Step I-Establish relationship question. In the AF tcchnique, it is very important toavoid the computation
An unof uninteresting relations whenever possible.
interesting relationwastes machine time to compute,
and yields uninteresting diagrams thatwill waste the
user’s time during the diagram reviews.

If the entity is a process, consider:
7. Physicalattributes(size,complexity,etc.)
2. Managerial constraints (budget, schedule,
quality targets, etc.)
3. Conformance in execution (how well the
processwasperformed,unforeseenevents,etc.)

~

1

If the entityis a personor a team, consider:

B
S>;,,?
’il

1. Career prospects (professional motivation,

position in the organization, role in projects, etc.)
2. Familiaritywith processes and products
(experience and training with programming
languages, tools, virtual machines, etc.)
3. Familiarity with the application domain (areas
of expertise, experience and training in
relevant knowledae areas, etc.)

The AF tool avoids uninteresting metric combinations based on user-defined data (metric) groups.
The metrics grouped togetherare not correlated during the analysis. For example, a typical two-way AF
analysis will use two metric groups.The AF tool will
pick one metric from each group and try to correlate the pair.
Our method uses generic relationship questions to select and group the data for the AF analyses. A relationship question states the relations between relevant attributes to be investigatedempirically. A
typical relationship question has the format:
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 37, NO 4 , 1998
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Figure 5

TheAF-basedmethod
~~

How does attribute x relate to attribute y?
In our AF-based method, we want to investigate several empirical relations in each analysis. We use a
generic relationship question (GRQ) to state the set
of
relations to beinvestigated empirically. The following temp1atel6 is used to define a GRQ:
How do “attributeclassx,” and . . . and “attributecluss
x,t-,” [relate to, affect, impact] “attribute clussy”‘?

Next, the datagranularity and scope of analysis must
be determined. Consider, for
example, our previous
relationship question:
How do the managerial constraints over the project
relate to the1ogicalfkature.s of the final products?
Scope of the analysis: What products and projects
should we consider?
Granularity: Shouldwe analyze the data for the
products individually or should we analyze classes of
products?

An attribute cluss is a set of attributes grouped according to certain criteria or features relevant to a
The scope and granularity should bedirectly derived
user group. For example, attributes that represent
from the user group goal and data use descriptions.
logical features of the final productscouldbe
The key here is to understand thc group’s purpose
grouped in classy, while attributes representingmanin using the data.
agerial constraints over the project could be grouped
in classx,. In this example, the above templatewould
The datasets are extracted after the
scope and granresult in the following question for AF analysis:
ularity of the analysis are defined. Thistask is usually simple, but it may take a sizable amount of efHow do the managerial constraints over the prqoject
fort if the data are not easily retrievable. The data
relate to thelogical features of the final products?
sets may also need to be preprocessed and formatted to meetthe datauser andAF tool format requireThe GRQS can be determined by: (1) interviewing
ments.
user group representatives or(2) directly analyzing
user group measurementgoals. In the lattercase, it
Step 3-Run the analysis. The next step is to run the
is very useful to have a GQM structure defined for
tool itself. This stepis almost completelyautomated.
the user group.
Thc inputs are: (1) the metricgroupings, (2) the maximum number of diagrams (relations) to be proStep 2-Define the analysis. After establishing aG R Q
duced, (3) the interestingness cutoff level, and (4)
for anAF analysis, the analysis itself must be defined.
the analysis dimension. The groupings are directly
First,attributes identified in the GRQ must be
dcrived from the GRQs as previously discussed. The
mapped to the metrics in the MF. This is straightmaximum number of diagrams is based on thetime
forward, if the information collected during the charthat the data
users can spendlooking at thediagrams.
acterization phase is used.
The interestingness cutoff determines theminimum
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interestingness value for which the toolwill produce
a diagram for given
a relation. The higher thiscutoff
is, the more interesting (and
less numerous) the produced diagrams are. Theanalysis dimension determines the maximum number of metrics that canappear in a diagram (e.&., a Type-3 analysis results in
up to three-way diagrams).

Step 4”Organize the diagrams. Although many uninteresting potential diagrams have already been
pruned away in constructing the metric groupings,
there may still be diagrams that are unsuitable for
data user review. The next step is to manually review the diagrams. Itmay be necessary to rerun the
analysis trials if: (1) too few diagrams were found
for agiven cutoff, or (2) missing or skewed data are
driving the discoveries.
After a sizable number
of useful diagrams have been
compiled, we organize them tofacilitate the datauser’s inspection. We group diagrams using the following algorithm:
1. Organize all the N diagrams obtained from the
AF tool by order of interestingness.
2. Discard diagrams that are clearly uninteresting.
3. Following the order of interestingness given by
the AF tool, select the first diagram.
4. Select all other diagrams that have the same set
of explanatory metrics, and an explained metric
in the same group as that
of the diagramselected
in Step 3.
5. Group all the diagrams selected in Steps 3 and
4 by order of interestingness in a unique “explanatory group” to be shown together to the data
users.
6. Remove the diagrams gathered in Step 4 from
the overall group of produced diagrams and return to Step 3, while diagrams remain.

This procedure producesseveral groups of diagrams
to be shown to the data users. Diagrams in each
group have the same explanatorymetrics and related
explained metrics. Thisallows the datausers to concentrate on a unique reasoning thread while looking at each group.

2. Unexpected value distributions (direct analysis of
a one-way diagram)
3. Unexpected consistencies (or inconsistencies) in
the relationships between
explanatory metrics and
related explained metrics (directly from analysis
of a diagram group)
New knowledge is gained when the data
users apply
their background knowledge to interpret the information contained in the diagrams. There are two
types of domain knowledge to be gainedin this way:
(1) insights into the application domain, and
(2) insights about the components of the measurement
process. The first is what is traditionally expected
from the AF technique. The technique helps the experts togain new insights into their activities.These
insights may lead the datausers to takeadaptive, corrective, or preventive actions to improve
the way they
do business. The second happens when the AF diagrams lead the data users to realize that some previous assumption about the data or measurement
process is incorrect. This may lead them to modify
their measurement goals, metrics, predictive models, or data collection procedures.
Applying the approach

In this section, we report our experiencein applying
our approach to IBM Toronto’s customer satisfaction CUSTSAT measurement
framework.
The
CUSTSAT data arecollected annually through surveys
carried outby an independent party. Their purpose
is to evaluate customersatisfaction with products of
IBM’s Software Solutions Division and competing
products. The IBM Toronto Laboratory is only one
of several IBM Software Solutions laboratories that
use the CUSTSAT data. AtIBM Toronto, theCUSTSAT
data are used by several different groups (e.g., development, service, support,andseniormanagement).

Step 5-Interpret re~su1t.s.The last stcp of the AF-based
method is analysis of the diagram groups
by the data
users. The diagram groups containmany types of information:

IBM surveys a large number of customers from several different countries. All the data are stored in
one
database.
Currently,
this database
stores
CUSTSAT data collected over several years.
The large
amount of data and the
diversity of groups interested
in the data madeit desirable toapply our approach.
Our two main objectives were: (1) better understanding of the user groups’ needs with respect to the
CUSTSAT measurement, and (2) better exploration
of the data already stored in this database.

1. Unexpected correlations between metrics (direct
analysis of an n-way diagram)

We effectively started this work in the summer of
1995. Most of thc CUSTSAT M F characterization and
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some AF analyses were done that year. In the summer of 1996, we updated our MF characterization,
ran several AF analyses, and executed the top-down
analysis reported in this section. In 1997, we replicated some of the AF analyses we did in 1996, and
executed top-down analyses for two other CUSTSAT
data user groups.27
The characterization step. The first step was to document the metrics that composed theCUSTSAT MF,
the user groups, andhow those groupsused the data.
We focused on the data related to the Toronto
Laboratory products.We did not workwith any metrics
or user groups associatedwith products developed
in other IBM laboratories. Theinformation collected
in this step was gathered from existing documents
in the MF (e.g., the survey questionnaire) or by interviewing the data manager responsibleforthe
CUSTSAT data in the Toronto Laboratory.
The task of identifying what metrics composed the
CUSTSAT framework was simple. Most of the metrics corresponded to questions in the survey questionnaire. The exception was the customer contact
information stored separatelyin the CUSTSAT database. Next, werecorded the “meanings”
of each metric. This correspondsto the attribute
we believed the
metric was measuring. This task was facilitated by
the formulation of the questions on the questionnaire. The question usually explained what was to
bemeasured.Terms
like “capability,”“performance,” or “maintainability” were explained when
they were used. Overall, we identified more than 100
attributes that were measured (mostly in ordinal
scale) in the CUSTSAT framework.
Next, we described the data uses and user groups.
This was done by interviewing the data manager. The
interviews weresomewhatstructured.
We hada
checklist for the information we wanted to collect
during the interviews, but we did not establish an
ordering in which this information was to be collected. We started by: (1) listing the data analyses
and data presentations that used the
CUSTSAT data,
and (2) identifying the personswho used those analyses or were present at those data presentations.
Each type of data analysis or presentation (DAIP)
corresponded to a distinct data use. The data use descriptions included the frequency
with which the
DAiPs were done, the list of metrics used in them,
the granularity and scope of the DAIPs, and the list
of groups that took part
in the DA/Ps. The list of user
groups was compiled by mapping the list of persons
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who used the DA/Ps to the formal groups inside the
laboratory. The user group descriptions included a
statement of the data manager’s perception of the
group’s objectives in using the data anda subjective
ranking of the importance of the CUSTSAT data to
the group.
Overall, we have identified 17 user groups that can
be divided into fourmajor areas: senior management,
database development, compiler development, and
support (e.g., market analysis, marketing, and sales).
We identified about 16 different DAiPs (data uses)
associated with the CUSTSAT data. Wealso found that
the amount and type of data usage varies even between user groups with similar goals. This allowed
us to identify data usage experiences that can be
transferred between groups.
The top-down analyses. We applied our GQM-based
method to a limited number of data user groups in
order to test the methodfeasibility and effectiveness.
We built GQM structures forthree user groupsto propose improvements in the CUSTSAT questionnaire
based on the obtained results. The three groups chosen were associated with the database product development at the laboratory:
1. The databasecustomer service and support group
2. Thedatabase usability (userinterfacedesign)
group
3. The database information development (documentation) group
In this section,we describe the building of the GQM
structure for the databaseservice support group to
illustrate how we have applied the GQM-based
method in the CUSTSAT MF. The service group gives
vendor support to the
client’s database installations.
Its responsibilitiesare togive fast resolution for clicnt problems and provide permanent solutions to
prevent these problems from recurring.
We used a structured interviewlX tobuild the GQM
structure for the service support group. We interviewed a senior representativeof the group.All the
material for theinterview was prepared beforehand.
It included:
A completelist and description of the metrics and
DAiPs associated with the service support group
A tentative description of our perception of their
goals
A tentative list of entities and attributes that we
believed were relevant for them
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A complete list of questions and topics to be discussed during the interview

Table 1 Relevantentities and attributes

During the interview we wanted to capture: (1) the
database service support group goals in using the
CUSTSAT data, (2) the relevant entities associated
with their work, (3)the relevant attributes they want
to measure through the
CUSTSAT survey, and (4)the
metrics (questions) that are effectively measuring
them. We also wanted to use this interview to validate and rate the importance
of the DA/PS and metrics associated with the service support group. These
last activities are partof the MF characterization step.
First we asked for their comments onthe data analyses andpresentations (DA/P\) preparedforthe
group. We had two objectives: (1) to motivate and
focus
the
rest of the interview around
the
CUSTSAT MF, and ( 2 ) to validate our understanding
of the group’s data usage (including assessing the
importance of the data to them).
Next we attempted to capture their goals in using
the CUSTSAT data. This was supported by the previous discussion of the group datausage. We asked
the group representative what the group wantedto
achieve in using the CUSTSAT data and cxpressed it
in the form of GQM goals. We captured the following goals:
1. Analyze the service support process in order to
characterize its key areas with respect to customer
satisfaction and dissatisfaction.
2. Analyze the customer setin order to understand
expectations with respect to support service.
3. Analyze the service support areas where customers weredissatisficd in order toimprove them with
respect to customer satisfaction.
The next step was to discuss the relevant entities,
attributes, and metrics associated with those goals.
We startedby identifying the relevant entities.From
the entities andgoals, we discussed the relevance of
the attributesshown in Table 1. This list includes the
attributes associated with existing metrics aswell as
new attributes suggested by the interviewees. In the
case of new attributes, it was important to make sure
that we understood and recorded their meaning.
Let
us consider Attribute 1.7 as an example. According
to theinterviewee, thisattribute refersto the degree
to which the service support meets the commitment
level contracted by the customer. Those levels are
established in the support contract and correspond
to well-defined preconditions on the time that IBM
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 37. NO 4, 1998

should take to
provide satisfactory resolution of customer problems.
Figure 6 depicts the GQM structure for the service
support group. It shows the mapping from the attributes to the
metrics (questionsin the survey questionnaire). In the structure, the
metrics are referred
to by the question number in the survey questionnaire. The rectangles indicate that the attributewas
suggested by the interviewee’s goalsbut was not being measured. From Figure 6, we concluded that
there were seven missing metrics from the service
support pointof view(rectangles). These metrics are
needed to measure Attributes 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 3.2, 3.3,
4.1, and 4.2. However, Attributes 4.1 and 4.2 (open
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Figure 6

GQM structure for the service support group

rectangles) were considered too
sure. 28

difficult to mea-

The crossed-out metrics-Q45C, Q45A, Q45B, and
Q6A-indicate that theirassociated attributes were
not relevant to theservice support group.They were
extraneous from the service support point of view.
The structure depictedin Figure 6 also indicates that
no information on the “customer contact” and
“customer organization” entitiesis needed toachieve the
goals currently established by the service support
group.
During the interview, we also asked if the interviewee
had any comments on the structure of the metrics.
In particular, we have asked for comments on the
wording and the ranges of values of the questions.
The interviewee comments and GQM structure for
the service support group were recorded. They
will
be used as input to the annual questionnaire
review
and modification, and in future improvementcycles
with the service support group.
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The bottom-up analyses. We then applied our bottom-up method to theCUSTSAT database toextract
new interesting information from it. Although several statistical analyses were already beingdone with
the CUSTSAT data, we believed that, due to its size
and diversity, there should be interesting information that remained hidden in the data. Herewe focus on theanalyses and results obtained, rather than
on the procedures used to do the analyses, which
were discussed earlier.
We performedanalyses at several levels of data granularity. We will cover some examples of analyses
done at a coarse level (many products analyzed together by platform, manufacturer, ortype of application) toillustrate the method. Those
analyses were
aimed at the senior management user groups.
First, we want to give an example of how fast and
inexpensive it is to explore the data
with the AF technique. Consider thefollowing relationship question:
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 37, NO 4, 1998

Figure 7

Most “interesting” diagram produced fromAnalysis A

AF Analysis A:

How do product class and manufucturer relate to customer satisfaction by feuture?

This question defines ananalysis that associates attributes from three attribute classes (as previously
defined). The “productclass” has attributes such as
platform and product application type. The “manufacturer class” has only one attribute: whether the
manufacturer of the productis IBM or anothercompany. The “feature-wise satisfaction” (FSAT)class
includes the customersatisfaction ratings of features
of the products. Satisfaction with the product performance, user interface, documentation, and reliability are examples of FSATattributes.
This analysis was designed to discover the FSATSin
which IBM differs the most from its competition. The
main resultis shown in Figure 7. In general, IBM had
a significantly better performance than the competition in a certain aspect of its products (let us call
this aspect “X-feature satisfaction,” or Xsat). The
product class showed us that this advantage originated from the
mainframe platform. Inother words,
IBM products were much better than the competition with respect toXsat in the mainframeplatform
and had similar scores in other platforms.
This result is interesting because Xsat is a very important feature. However, the result
was not surprising. The data managers already knew about it. In
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 37, NO 4 , 1998

this case,there was no knowledge discovered. Nonetheless, thiswas an illustrative experience for us. In
1994, the data managers spent a lot of time in statistical analysis to discover this very same information. The bottom-up method was able to find this
fact quickly and inexpensively.
The second example illustrates
how newunexpected
insights can arise from a bottom-up analysis, Consider the following GRQ involving three attribute
classes:
Analysis B: How do satisfuction with local support and type of local supportprovider affect the most
important attributes?

AF

This analysis associates three attributes, one from
each attribute class. The first class has attributes related to the satisfaction with the local support for
the product (LSSATS).It includes satisfaction with
training, local sales, andlocal technical support.The
second class includes only the attribute “who is the
local support provider (IBM, a competitor, or a third
party)?”The “most important
satisfaction attributes”
(MIA) class contains the attributes thatsenior management consider most important forIBM. It includes
attributes such as: overall satisfaction with product
(Osat), whether the customer
would recommend the
product to someone else, whether the customer is
planning to upgrade the product, etc.
MENDONCA ET AL.
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Table 2

LSSATand FSATimpact on the most important
attributes

This analysis tried to capturehow the local support
providerimpacts the mostimportantattributes
(MIAS), and what the relation
is between the LSSAT~
and theMIAS.It provided several interesting results.
For example, although in general high “overall satisfaction” (Osat)with a product was associated with
high satisfaction with the training for that product,
it showed that this positive association is stronger
for IBM training than for the competition or thirdparty training. This type of information, combined
with the datausers’ background knowledge,has led
to new business insights.
This analysis was particularly interesting because it
provided acompletely unexpected resultto the data
to be
managers. They always considered the FSATS
the most important drivers of the MIAs. However,
this analysis revealed very highassociations between
the MIAS and the LSSATS.This result raised a new
question: are theLSSATSas important as theFsKrs
with respect to the MIAS?
This question was translated to the following GRQ:
Analysis C: How does thelocal support sutisfuction + customersatisfaction by feature relate to the
most important attributes?

AF

This analysis compares thelocal support and featurewise satisfaction attributes with respect to their impact on the most important attributes (MIAS). The
tool produceddiagrams for thestrongest associations
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of the LSSATSand FSATS
with the MIAS.But, instead
of looking at particular diagrams, we grouped diagrams according to thepositive and negative impacts
of LSSATSand FSATS
on the MIAS.The positive impact was determined by the percentageof “very satisfied” (VS) answers for an MIA, given that the customers were very satisfied with an FSAT attribute.
The negative impact was determined by the percentage of “not satisfied” (NS) answers foran MIA, given
that the customerswere not satisfied with an FSAT
attribute.
Table 2 shows the summaryof positive and negative
impacts of the LSSATSand FSATSin two particular
MIAs-Attributes X and Y. For example, the first line
of Table 2 shows that 67.2 percent of the customers
who were very satisfied with respect to Fsatl were
also very satisfied with Attribute X. By the same token, 42.6 percent of the customers who were not satisfied with respect to Rsatwere also not satisfied with
Attribute X. Table 2shows two attributes explicitly:
Rsat (satisfaction with product reliability-an FSAT),
and LSsales (satisfaction with local sales support-an
LSSAT).The other FSATS
(Fsatl, Fsat2, Fsat3, and
Fsat4) and LSSATS(LSsatl andLSsat2) are not made
explicit to protect IBM proprietary information.
This analysis produced several interesting results:
For some MIAs, LSSATSare sometimes as important as FSATSsuch as product performanceor reliability satisfaction. For example, Table 2 shows
that “local support sales” (an
LSSAT)has a higher
positive impact than “reliability” (an FSAT) with
respect to “Attribute Y.”
The same F S A Tand
~ LSSATShad different types
of impacts in different MIAs. For example, “local
support sales” (an LSSAT) was
one of the attributes
with the highest positive association with Attribute
Y (an MIA),while it was one of the attributeswith
the lowest positive associations with Attribute X
(another MIA).
This was a surprise because there
had been an implicit assumption that the FSATS
and LSSATSwere associated in more or less the
same way with different MIAs.
The same attributesmay have quite different positive and negative impacts in the same MIAs. For
example, “reliability” has very
a high negative impact and a surprisingly low positive impact in Attribute X.
These facts led to more thannew business insights.
They showed that someassumptions about the data
wereincorrect or incomplete.They implied that
IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 37, NO 4, 1998

some of the dataanalyses and models needed tobe
revised or refined.
During thequalitative analysis of this casestudy (see
Mendonp,2g Chapter5 ) , we concluded that theinsights obtained through theAF analyses weredifferent in nature from the insights gained through the
moretraditionaldata
analyses done using the
CUSTSAT MF. The insights produced by traditional
data analyses were rare but always very important.
Traditional data analysis always monitors a small
number of recognized key areas of thc CUSTSAT data.
The AF technique, on the other hand,explored several new and potentially interesting aspects of the
CUSTSAT data. Its insights were numerous but not
always important. Because of its exploratory nature,
some of those insights pointed to further data analysis or toreviews of the way things are measured or
interpreted in the CUSTSAT MF.

ploration can produce important business insights
and contribute to better understandingof the data,
metrics, and measurement models used in software
organizations.
The GQM- and AF-based approaches arecomplementary and can work in synergy. The GQM structures
AF analyses.
help us to choose and organize data for
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Our approach was designed
to be nonintrusive to the
measurement framework
management.

_________________

Concluding remarks
We believe that an important problem in software
engineering is to understand and improve existing
measurementframeworks. Our worktacklesthis
problem on two key fronts: (1) how to understand
and structure ongoing measuremcnt, and (2) how
to better explore the data that the organization has
already collected. We use the characterization step
and the GQM-based method to tackle the first problem. We use the AF-based method to tackle the second problem.
The characterization process tackles the problem
of
understanding how people are using the data in a
measurement framework. I n our approach, characterization is a prerequisite forapplying the GQM- and
AF-based methods. Although characterization is an
important step for
improving existing MFs, we do not
know of other work that discusses this problem.
The GQM paradigm has been used by several software engineering organizations. However, it has becn
used to plan and implement measurement “from
scratch.” Onc of the main contributionsof our work
is to show how GQM can be applied when the measurement framework is already operational.
The AF-based method describes how the A F technique can be appliedin a measurement framework.
Our contributions here arc: ( 1 ) in the area of data
mining, we propose procedures to better
explore data
using the AF technique; and (2) in the area of software engineering,we show that this type of data exIBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 37, NO 4, 1998
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The new knowledge gained throughthe AF analyses
can be fed back into our measurementgoals and used
to revise our GQM structures.
Our approachwas designed to be nonintrusive
to the
M F management. Its main objectiveis not to implement modifications to an MF, but rather to point to
where it can be improved.It is also important to point
out that our approachis not a methodology for defining new metrics or measurement (predictive) models. It is rather amethodology for understandingthe
data and the metrics andhow they are fulfilling the
needs of data users in an MF.
Our approach of applying the GQM method incrementally-one point of view at a time-has a limitation in that it does not detect ovemll extraneous
metrics (i.e., metrics that are extraneous to the MF
as a whole). We can
only detect metrics that areextraneous from a certain point of view. We have to
interview all the user groups that are related to a
certain metric beforewe can conclude that this metric is extraneous to the M F as a whole.
The AF-based method cannot substitute for statistical data analysis techniques; it complements them.
This method gives us the ability to find interesting
facts thatmight otherwise remain hiddenin the data.
It is gearedtowarddiscoveringinformation.
We
should use statistics to further analyze the facts
discovered using this method.
MENDONCA ET AL.
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The bottom-up analyses may use data mining techniques other than AF. Our choice of A F was determined by its simplicity, ease of use, and availability.
We intend to further explore the synergy between
data mining in general andGQM. We want to couple
data mining and GQM more tightly. Our idea is to
better formalize the use of GQM to structure existing measurement frameworks, and to combine it with
different types of data mining approaches, in order
to define an integrated method for re-engineering
measurement frameworks.
The reader interestedin further information about
the GQM- and AF-based methods may refer to MendonCa,29which discusses the approach presentedin
this paper in greater detail.It also describes the qualitative study that was used to validate these methods in the CUSTSAT MF.
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